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SSHHEELLFF or MMOONNOOCCOOQQUUEE    ¡ Non-combustible  
Made from MICRO-ROCK ® 

 
 

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
 

 
Ú Taking your time during installation could be the best way to save time. 

 
. 

1. Unscrew the L-shaped metal support furnished and screwed inside the top of the shelf or the monocoque. The 1-inch side 
go to the wall. Screw this metal support in the folding upper part, just below the fold in line with the amounts of the frame 
structure of the fireplace, with the screws provided in the package. NB: Make sure you have at least 2 screws in the solid 
structure of the frame. If necessary, use longer screws. 

2.  

                                            

Support

                              
3. Carefully put the shelf or the monocoque down on the 2’’ metal support side. Before the final installation of the shelf or the 

monocoque, check the adjustment to be sure the shelf or monocoque is at the level in both ways, if needed, use the sanding 
block supplied to adjust/fit the shelf or monocoque to the wall. Draw some reference mark on the shelf or the monocoque 
and on the wall.  Drill three new holes in the lower part of the 1/8" fold in the metal support. 
 

4. Never change or use a stiffer support for your shelf or the monocoque. Using a hand screwdriver, take the screws (included) 
and screw the top to the support. Finally, if it’s a painted shelf or monocoque, install the finishing caps to hide the screws. 
For the stone finish, you just have to put back the pre-painted screws and make sure to remain equal to the top of the shelf 
or monocoque. 

WARNING 
(For warranty purposes) 

 

A burning fireplace tends to expand. It is preferable that you leave 8" between the lower shelf or 
monocoque and the upper part of fireplace. This space can be filled with castle blocks, marble, ceramic 
etc. 

 
Never apply on the shelf some glue nor fill up the gap between the top and the wall with silicone, latex, 
etc. You must adjust the shelf or the monocoque with the furnished sanding block or a rasp.  
 
On (LIT) or Off: No candles! Avoid putting candles on top of mantels, shelves, 4 faces etc. Some candles 
may melt with the heat of the fireplace even if they are not lit. It is impossible to clean wax that has spilled 
on a fireplace mantel or shelf.                                               (Version française @) 

 


